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·1· · · · · · ·MONROE, WASHINGTON; TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 2016

·2· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·2:01 p.m.

·3· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · --oOo--

·4

·5· ·BARRY HATCH,· · · · · · ·deponent herein, having been

·6· · · · · · · · · · · · · · first duly sworn on oath, was

·7· · · · · · · · · · · · · · examined and testified as

·8· · · · · · · · · · · · · · follows:

·9

10· · · · · · · · · · · ·E X A M I N A T I O N

11· ·BY MR. BUDGE:

12· · · · Q.· ·Could you state your name, please.

13· · · · A.· ·Barry Hatch.

14· · · · Q.· ·And for whom are you employed?

15· · · · A.· ·The City of Monroe.

16· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And what is your title?

17· · · · A.· ·Detective.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Detective Hatch, today I'm going to be

19· ·asking you some questions.· And the questions I ask and the

20· ·answers that you give are being transcribed by the court

21· ·reporter.· Do you understand that?

22· · · · A.· ·I do.

23· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And do you understand that the

24· ·testimony you give today is under oath, as it would be if you

25· ·were testifying in court?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And if you don't understand a question that I ask,

·3· ·please ask me to clarify it or rephrase it for you so that

·4· ·you can understand it.· Okay?

·5· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·6· · · · Q.· ·How long have you been a detective with the Monroe

·7· ·Police Department?

·8· · · · A.· ·I went into investigations in January 2002.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And is that the date upon which you would've earned

10· ·the title of detective?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · · Q.· ·And prior to that time were you involved in law

13· ·enforcement?

14· · · · A.· ·I was a -- I -- yeah, I started my employment here

15· ·as a police officer in September 1998.

16· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And did you work continuously as a police

17· ·officer from approximately September of 1998 until

18· ·approximately January of 2002 when you became a detective?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · · Q.· ·And have you been a detective since January of

21· ·2002?

22· · · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Consistently with the Monroe Police

24· ·Department?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

·2· · · · · · · · · MR. BUDGE:· All right.· Let's go ahead and

·3· ·mark the first exhibit.

·4· · · · · · · · · · · · · (Exhibit No. 1 marked for

·5· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·identification.)

·6· · · · Q.· ·Detective Hatch, I've handed to you through the

·7· ·court reporter what's been marked as Exhibit No. 1.· This is

·8· ·a nine-page document bearing the numbers 000005, in the upper

·9· ·right-hand corner, through 13.· And I'd like to ask that you

10· ·please take a minute to review this document and let me know

11· ·if you recognize it.

12· · · · A.· ·I do.

13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Is this a report that you prepared in

14· ·connection with an assault that was alleged to have occurred

15· ·at the Monroe State Reformatory located in Monroe,

16· ·Washington?

17· · · · A.· ·One of the reports, yes.

18· · · · Q.· ·Did you sign and date the last page of this report?

19· · · · A.· ·I signed on the second-to-the-last page and dated

20· ·on the last page, yes.

21· · · · Q.· ·Oh, all right.· Thank you for clarifying that.

22· · · · · · ·And on the second-to-last page, that is your

23· ·signature above where it says, "Officer's Signature"?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·And that's also your badge number?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And did you sign this report on June 12th, 2015?

·3· · · · A.· ·I did.

·4· · · · Q.· ·When you signed and dated the last page of the

·5· ·report, Detective Hatch, did you certify or declare under

·6· ·penalty of perjury that the information contained in the

·7· ·report was true and correct?

·8· · · · A.· ·I did.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And did you prepare this report in connection with

10· ·your regular and official duties as a detective with the

11· ·Monroe Police Department?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · · Q.· ·Does the information contained in this report

14· ·truly and accurately describe various of your activities

15· ·and observations in connection with your role in the

16· ·investigation into the assault at the Monroe Correctional

17· ·Complex on May 9th, 2015, by Offender Benjamin Price?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· May 9th through the final date of -- of this

19· ·document, which I think was up to May 15th.· May 9th through

20· ·the 15th.

21· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And so, with that clarification, does

22· ·the report truly and accurately describe various activities

23· ·and observations by yourself between May 9th and May 15th of

24· ·2015?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·I want to take you through some of the information

·2· ·contained in the document and ask you some questions about

·3· ·it.

·4· · · · · · ·First of all, on May 9th, 2015, as indicated toward

·5· ·the beginning of your report, did you receive a telephone

·6· ·call at approximately 5:34 p.m. from Monroe police sergeant

·7· ·Paul Ryan advising you that an alleged assault had taken

·8· ·place at the Monroe Correctional Complex?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · · Q.· ·And did you learn from Sergeant Ryan that the

11· ·victim of the assault had been taken to Providence Hospital,

12· ·Colby Campus, in Everett?

13· · · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · · Q.· ·Did Sergeant Ryan request that you go to the

15· ·hospital?

16· · · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·Did you go to the hospital where the victim,

18· ·Gordon Powell, was located?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · · Q.· ·And did you arrive at the hospital at approximately

21· ·6:20 p.m.?

22· · · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · · Q.· ·Did you go to Room 610 at the hospital?

24· · · · A.· ·The emergency room Room 610, yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And --
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·1· · · · A.· ·There's more than one.

·2· · · · Q.· ·-- shortly after you arrived at Room 610, did

·3· ·hospital staff wheel in the victim of the assault --

·4· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · · Q.· ·-- Gordon Powell?

·6· · · · A.· ·(Witness nods head affirmatively.)

·7· · · · Q.· ·When Gordon Powell was wheeled in to Room 610, was

·8· ·he accompanied by two individuals who you understood to be

·9· ·DOC corrections officers?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · · Q.· ·Were those individuals in uniform?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · · Q.· ·Were those two corrections officers named Barnes

14· ·and Caraway?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · · Q.· ·And did you speak to Corrections Officer Barnes at

17· ·that time?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · · Q.· ·Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that when

20· ·he came on shift on the date of the assault that he was

21· ·advised by someone that, quote, Price was slipping, as a

22· ·warning about Inmate Price's behavior?

23· · · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · · Q.· ·Did you clearly understand Corrections Officer

25· ·Barnes to be saying that the information about Price slipping
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·1· ·came to him as a warning about Price's behavior?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Did you gain or seek to gain an understanding about

·4· ·who Barnes got that information from about Price slipping?

·5· · · · A.· ·Not that I recall, and I don't -- unless there's

·6· ·something specific in my report that you can point me to.

·7· · · · Q.· ·There's not.

·8· · · · A.· ·No, not that I recall.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Do you recall whether the statement made by

10· ·Barnes to you that he was warned about Price slipping when he

11· ·came on shift, do you recall whether that statement was made

12· ·to you in the presence of Corrections Officer Caraway?· Let

13· ·me rephrase the question.

14· · · · · · ·When Corrections Officer Barnes told you that when

15· ·he came on shift that he was advised that Price was slipping,

16· ·was Corrections Officer Caraway there when that information

17· ·was provided to you?

18· · · · A.· ·I can't say for certain.

19· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Do you recall whether anything else was said

20· ·to you by Barnes or Caraway about Price?

21· · · · A.· ·Not to my memory.· There's still a lot of medical

22· ·staff coming and going.· So, no, not to my memory.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

24· · · · · · · · · MR. BUDGE:· All right.· Let's go ahead and

25· ·mark the next document as Exhibit 2.
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·1· · · · · · · · · · · · · (Exhibit No. 2 marked for

·2· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·identification.)

·3· · · · Q.· ·Handing you what's now been marked as

·4· ·Exhibit No. 2.· Are these handwritten notes that you made in

·5· ·connection with your investigation?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · · Q.· ·And were these notes made by you in the course and

·8· ·scope of your official duties as a detective in the Monroe

·9· ·Police Department?

10· · · · A.· ·They were.

11· · · · Q.· ·The first page of this exhibit appears to contain

12· ·notes dated 5/9/15 with the time indicated on the right-hand

13· ·column beginning with 6:20 p.m.· Do you see that?

14· · · · A.· ·I do.

15· · · · Q.· ·And in these notes did you record your various

16· ·activities and observations in connection with your

17· ·investigation as they occurred on the 9th of May 2015?

18· · · · A.· ·Some, yes.· They're not verbatim notes.

19· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

20· · · · A.· ·So, of course, some quotes are.

21· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And about halfway down the first page

22· ·it appears that you have the following note, quote, Barnes,

23· ·and then there's a dash, pass-down, comma, Price is slipping,

24· ·period.· Do you see that?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Was that a note by you that was intended to record

·2· ·a statement made to you by Corrections Officer Barnes?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that he had

·5· ·been advised at pass-down that Price is or was slipping?

·6· · · · · · · · · MR. SUTHERLAND:· Object to the form.· You can

·7· ·go ahead and answer.· I just wanted to --

·8· · · · A.· ·Pass-down comes in many flavors.· It can be written

·9· ·or it can be verbal.· I don't know if it was verbal or

10· ·written.· The term pass-down was used, but I don't know how

11· ·he learned of it and I didn't inquire.

12· · · · Q.· ·Was it your understanding from the conversation

13· ·that you had with Corrections Officer Barnes that he learned

14· ·at pass-down, whether it was verbal -- that is, oral -- or

15· ·whether it was written, that Price was slipping?

16· · · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·Did Officer Barnes give you any more information

18· ·about how Price was slipping?

19· · · · A.· ·No, not that I remember.· Nothing specific that I

20· ·remember.

21· · · · Q.· ·Did he give you any other information about the

22· ·communication that he received concerning Price at pass-down?

23· · · · A.· ·No.

24· · · · · · · · · · · · · (Exhibit No. 3 marked for

25· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·identification.)
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·1· · · · Q.· ·And now we've handed you through the court reporter

·2· ·what's been marked as Exhibit No. 3.· This is a document with

·3· ·the numbers 001538 through 001581 in the upper right-hand

·4· ·corner.· Excuse me, 001582 in the upper right-hand corner.

·5· ·And I would ask you, Detective Hatch, whether this is a

·6· ·transcript of a recorded interview that you conducted with

·7· ·Officer Tom Talbot on May 15, 2015.

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes, it is.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And the second page of the document bears the

10· ·title, "Taped Interview Review Form."· Do you see that?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · · Q.· ·And it says that on November 30, 2015, "I reviewed

13· ·the audio recording and transcription for an interview

14· ·conducted with Tom Talbot on 5/15/15.· The transcription is a

15· ·true and accurate record of that interview," and then it's

16· ·signed by Barry Hatch and dated 12/1/15.· Do you see that?

17· · · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · · Q.· ·In fact, did you review the transcript and compare

19· ·it with the actual recorded interview of Tom Talbot in order

20· ·to ensure that the transcript accurately reflected what was

21· ·said in the interview?

22· · · · A.· ·To the best of my ears, yes.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Returning now, if you would, please, to

24· ·Exhibit 2, which are your handwritten notes.· If I could ask

25· ·you to turn to the page that, in the upper right-hand corner,
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·1· ·says 001444.

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·These appear to be your notes from May 15, 2015,

·4· ·concerning information obtained from Tom Talbot; is that

·5· ·correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·It is.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Do these notes reflect information provided to you

·8· ·by Tom Talbot?

·9· · · · A.· ·Bits and pieces, yes.

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Do you recall whether these notes were made

11· ·during the recorded interview that Tom Talbot gave or whether

12· ·these notes were made by you in connection with a separate

13· ·conversation that you may have had with Corrections Officer

14· ·Talbot?

15· · · · · · · · · · · · (Cell phone rings.)

16· · · · A.· ·A little bit of both in all likelihood.· My notes

17· ·start at 1630 and the audio recording starts at 1636, and I

18· ·can't tell you where I started writing after the interview

19· ·started versus -- I -- I can tell you I sat down at 1630.

20· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Did Corrections Officer Barnes provide you

21· ·with the information that is summarized in these notes,

22· ·whether it was during the course of the recorded interview or

23· ·otherwise?

24· · · · · · · · · MR. SUTHERLAND:· Uh --

25· · · · Q.· ·Excuse me, Corrections Officer Talbot.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Can you ask the question again --

·2· · · · Q.· ·Sure.

·3· · · · A.· ·-- with the right name?

·4· · · · Q.· ·Did Corrections Officer Talbot provide you with the

·5· ·information that is summarized in these notes, whether or not

·6· ·it was in connection with the actual recorded interview or

·7· ·otherwise?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes.· They're my words, but sometimes I'll write

·9· ·myself a question in these.· So he was the only person I was

10· ·interviewing during this page and the next page as well.

11· · · · Q.· ·If you could go down approximately two-thirds of

12· ·the way on the page that we've been talking about, 001444,

13· ·did Tom Talbot indicate that Price has been "trouble since we

14· ·got him"?· Meaning, presumably, since Talbot and his

15· ·colleagues got him at the DOC.

16· · · · A.· ·Yes.· However, I don't -- Talbot wasn't overseeing

17· ·him the entire time he was at DOC; only at SOU.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

19· · · · A.· ·And I don't know off the top of my head how long

20· ·he's been in that pod.· I know it's documented in here

21· ·somewhere.

22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And then working your way down just a few

23· ·lines to where it says, "Inmates knew," could you read the

24· ·next three lines for me, please.

25· · · · A.· ·Starting with "Inmates knew"?
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · A.· ·"He was kind of trouble.· Common knowledge to

·3· ·staff.· Report it to counselors.· Request to speak to LE" --

·4· ·which is short for law enforcement -- "two weeks prior.

·5· ·Brock" -- and it's -- my -- my line there says, "Brock --

·6· ·counselor FNU" -- stands for First Name Unknown -- and "No

·7· ·contact Saturday."

·8· · · · Q.· ·And on that first sentence that you read, "Inmates

·9· ·knew he was kind of," does it say volatile or trouble?

10· · · · A.· ·That's volatile.

11· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

12· · · · A.· ·Sorry, that's my -- my penmanship while I'm --

13· · · · · · · · · MR. SUTHERLAND:· And I think you misspoke when

14· ·you were reading --

15· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Oh, I'm sorry.

16· · · · · · · · · MR. SUTHERLAND:· -- it the first time.

17· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I'm sorry.

18· · · · A.· ·It -- it should say "volatile."

19· · · · Q.· ·And what did you mean when you wrote, "Common

20· ·knowledge to staff"?

21· · · · A.· ·That he was kind of volatile and it was common

22· ·knowledge to staff.

23· · · · Q.· ·And --

24· · · · A.· ·And, again, these are my notes while we're having

25· ·a conversation.· So sometimes they're notes to myself;
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·1· ·sometimes they're quotes.

·2· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And what did you mean when you wrote,

·3· ·"Report it to counselors"?

·4· · · · A.· ·I don't know.· I'm not sure if that was during the

·5· ·taped transcript or not, and that might be an indicator.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And what did you mean when you wrote, "Request to

·7· ·speak to LE" -- law enforcement -- "two weeks prior"?

·8· · · · A.· ·That was Price requesting to speak to law

·9· ·enforcement through a variety of staff, counselors,

10· ·correctional officers.

11· · · · Q.· ·Did you continue to act as the lead detective in

12· ·the criminal investigation concerning the assault against

13· ·Powell by Price on May 9th, 2015?

14· · · · A.· ·Yes.· To my knowledge I still am.

15· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

16· · · · A.· ·He wasn't been convicted yet.

17· · · · Q.· ·Right.· And other than what we've been through,

18· ·have you heard or learned of any information from any source

19· ·that any employee of the DOC may have received information

20· ·prior to the assault that Price intended to hurt or kill

21· ·somebody before the assault actually occurred?

22· · · · A.· ·Other -- can you say that again?

23· · · · Q.· ·Other than anything that we've already been

24· ·through, have you ever heard or learned from any source that

25· ·any employee of the DOC may have received information that
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·1· ·Price expressed an intention to hurt or kill somebody before

·2· ·the assault on May 9th, 2015?

·3· · · · A.· ·No, other than what I've documented in my reports

·4· ·already.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Did you ever hear orally from any source

·6· ·about violent tendencies or a disposition toward violent

·7· ·behavior by Price preceding the assault against

·8· ·Gordon Powell?

·9· · · · A.· ·No, only what's been documented.

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Have you communicated with anybody at the

11· ·AG's office about any aspect of this case?

12· · · · A.· ·Only how to get the video to play.

13· · · · Q.· ·All right.

14· · · · A.· ·Which I understand is a common theme.

15· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· But you have not been interviewed concerning

16· ·your investigation or anything of that nature?

17· · · · A.· ·No.

18· · · · · · · · · MR. BUDGE:· Okay.· All right.· Well, that's

19· ·all I have.· Thank you, Detective Hatch.

20· · · · · · · · · · · ·E X A M I N A T I O N

21· ·BY MR. SUTHERLAND:

22· · · · Q.· ·Earl Sutherland with the AG's office.· I've just

23· ·got a couple of follow-up questions.

24· · · · · · ·You were asked if you had heard from any source

25· ·about Price's tendency to violent behavior and you said
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·1· ·nothing other than what's in here.· You -- is -- in your

·2· ·taking notes about "Inmates knew he was kind of volatile,"

·3· ·for example, "Common knowledge of staff," was that violent

·4· ·behavior that you understood the inmates knew or was that

·5· ·something different?

·6· · · · A.· ·I'm actually thinking back to days when it was

·7· ·documented that he was pounding his fists on the wall and

·8· ·they were red, things like that.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

10· · · · A.· ·I think everybody draws a different line on what's

11· ·considered violent.

12· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Had he done violent -- did you learn in

13· ·your investigation that, other than this event, he had done

14· ·violence to another inmate?

15· · · · A.· ·I learned that he had attempted to strangle his

16· ·cellmate.

17· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Any other --

18· · · · A.· ·I --

19· · · · Q.· ·-- violent --

20· · · · A.· · -- would consider that a violent act.

21· · · · Q.· ·Is that in this material here somewhere?

22· · · · A.· ·It could be.· I don't know.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

24· · · · A.· ·It's --

25· · · · Q.· ·When did --
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·1· · · · A.· ·-- it could be --

·2· · · · Q.· ·-- that occur?

·3· · · · A.· ·-- in the transcript.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· When did that occur, to your recollection?

·5· · · · A.· ·I don't -- I can't -- don't remember the date off

·6· ·the top of my head.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· But the recollection that you have would be

·8· ·embodied in these exhibits, your reports or the interviews or

·9· ·your notes?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I believe I requested a copy of what they

11· ·had -- "they" being --

12· · · · Q.· ·Uh-huh.

13· · · · A.· ·-- DOC -- and I know I reviewed it.· I may have not

14· ·have written that I reviewed it.

15· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

16· · · · A.· ·But it -- when I say embodied within the case, it's

17· ·in there somewhere.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

19· · · · A.· ·It may not be spoken of in a transcript, it may not

20· ·be written in my report, but the -- there was a copy of the

21· ·incident from DOC in Shelton.· And, going by memory only, I

22· ·thought it was 2011-ish.

23· · · · · · · · · MR. SUTHERLAND:· Okay.· That's all I have.

24· · · · · · · · · MR. BUDGE:· No follow-up.

25· · · · · · · · · MR. KENNY:· Great.
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·1· · · · · (Signature reserved.)

·2· ·(Deposition concluded at 2:26 p.m.)
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· · · · · · · · · · · A F F I D A V I T

STATE OF WASHINGTON )
· · · · · · · · · · )· ss
COUNTY OF PIERCE· · )

· · · · · I, BARRY HATCH, hereby declare under penalty of

perjury that I have read the foregoing deposition and that

the testimony contained herein is a true and correct

transcript of my testimony, noting the corrections attached.

· · · · · · · · · · _______________________
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·BARRY HATCH

Date:· · · · · · · ·_______________________
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· · · · · · · · · · C E R T I F I C A T E

STATE OF WASHINGTON )
· · · · · · · · · · )· ss
COUNTY OF PIERCE· · )

· · · · · I, the undersigned Washington Certified Court
Reporter, pursuant to RCW 5.28.010, authorized to administer
oaths and affirmations in and for the State of Washington,
do hereby certify:· That the foregoing deposition of the
witness named herein was taken stenographically before me
and reduced to a typed format under my direction;

· · · · · That, according to CR 30(e), the witness was given
the opportunity to examine, read and sign the deposition
after same was transcribed, unless indicated in the record
that the review was waived;

· · · · · That I am not a relative or employee of any
attorney or counsel or participant and that I am not
financially or otherwise interested in the action or the
outcome herein;

· · · · · That the deposition, as transcribed, is a full,
true and correct transcript of the testimony, including
questions and answers and all objections, motions and
examinations and said transcript was prepared pursuant to the
Washington Administrative Code 308-14-135 preparation
guidelines.

· · · · · · · · · · _________________________________________
· · · · · · · · · · April L. Cook, Certified Court
· · · · · · · · · · Reporter 3245 for the State of Washington
· · · · · · · · · · residing at Tacoma, Washington.
· · · · · · · · · · My CCR certification expires on 10/11/16.
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· · · · · · · · · · SRS | PREMIER REALTIME
· · · · · · · · ·2200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 425
· · · · · · · · · Seattle, Washington, 98121
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·206.389.9321

· · · · · · · · · · · · ·July 5, 2016

To:· DANIEL KENNY
· · ·OGDEN MURPHY WALLACE, PLLC

Case Name:· POWELL v. BARNES, et al
Deposition of:· BARRY HATCH
Date Taken:· Tuesday, June 28, 2016
Court Reporter:· April Cook, CCR

This letter is to advise you of the following:

· · · · · Signature was reserved.· The Affidavit and
· · · · · correction sheet are being forwarded to you in
· · · · · electronic form.· Please have the deponent review
· · · · · the transcript, note any corrections on the
· · · · · corrections page, and return the signed affidavit
· · · · · and correction page to us with 30 days of this
· · · · · notice.· According to Court Rule 30(e), the
· · · · · deposition affidavit should be signed within
· · · · · thirty (30) days or signature is considered waived.

· · · · · Signature was reserved.· The transcript is ready
· · · · · for review and signature.· Your office did not
· · · · · order a copy of the deposition transcript.· Please
· · · · · contact our office to make an appointment for
· · · · · review.· Signature must be completed within 30 days
· · · · · of this notice.

· · · · · · · · · · (Sent without signature to avoid delay)

· · · · · · · · · · April Cook, CCR

cc:· ED BUDGE
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		130						LN		6		5		false		           5                             identification.)				false

		131						LN		6		6		false		           6          Q.   Detective Hatch, I've handed to you through the				false

		132						LN		6		7		false		           7     court reporter what's been marked as Exhibit No. 1.  This is				false

		133						LN		6		8		false		           8     a nine-page document bearing the numbers 000005, in the upper				false

		134						LN		6		9		false		           9     right-hand corner, through 13.  And I'd like to ask that you				false
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		218						LN		9		15		false		          15          A.   Yes.				false

		219						LN		9		16		false		          16          Q.   And did you speak to Corrections Officer Barnes at				false

		220						LN		9		17		false		          17     that time?				false

		221						LN		9		18		false		          18          A.   Yes.				false

		222						LN		9		19		false		          19          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that when				false

		223						LN		9		20		false		          20     he came on shift on the date of the assault that he was				false

		224						LN		9		21		false		          21     advised by someone that, quote, Price was slipping, as a				false

		225						LN		9		22		false		          22     warning about Inmate Price's behavior?				false

		226						LN		9		23		false		          23          A.   Yes.				false
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		230						LN		10		1		false		           1     came to him as a warning about Price's behavior?				false

		231						LN		10		2		false		           2          A.   Yes.				false

		232						LN		10		3		false		           3          Q.   Did you gain or seek to gain an understanding about				false

		233						LN		10		4		false		           4     who Barnes got that information from about Price slipping?				false

		234						LN		10		5		false		           5          A.   Not that I recall, and I don't -- unless there's				false

		235						LN		10		6		false		           6     something specific in my report that you can point me to.				false

		236						LN		10		7		false		           7          Q.   There's not.				false

		237						LN		10		8		false		           8          A.   No, not that I recall.				false

		238						LN		10		9		false		           9          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether the statement made by				false

		239						LN		10		10		false		          10     Barnes to you that he was warned about Price slipping when he				false

		240						LN		10		11		false		          11     came on shift, do you recall whether that statement was made				false

		241						LN		10		12		false		          12     to you in the presence of Corrections Officer Caraway?  Let				false

		242						LN		10		13		false		          13     me rephrase the question.				false

		243						LN		10		14		false		          14               When Corrections Officer Barnes told you that when				false

		244						LN		10		15		false		          15     he came on shift that he was advised that Price was slipping,				false

		245						LN		10		16		false		          16     was Corrections Officer Caraway there when that information				false

		246						LN		10		17		false		          17     was provided to you?				false

		247						LN		10		18		false		          18          A.   I can't say for certain.				false

		248						LN		10		19		false		          19          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether anything else was said				false

		249						LN		10		20		false		          20     to you by Barnes or Caraway about Price?				false

		250						LN		10		21		false		          21          A.   Not to my memory.  There's still a lot of medical				false

		251						LN		10		22		false		          22     staff coming and going.  So, no, not to my memory.				false

		252						LN		10		23		false		          23          Q.   Okay.				false

		253						LN		10		24		false		          24                    MR. BUDGE:  All right.  Let's go ahead and				false

		254						LN		10		25		false		          25     mark the next document as Exhibit 2.				false

		255						PG		11		0		false		page 11				false

		256						LN		11		1		false		           1                            (Exhibit No. 2 marked for				false

		257						LN		11		2		false		           2                             identification.)				false

		258						LN		11		3		false		           3          Q.   Handing you what's now been marked as				false

		259						LN		11		4		false		           4     Exhibit No. 2.  Are these handwritten notes that you made in				false

		260						LN		11		5		false		           5     connection with your investigation?				false

		261						LN		11		6		false		           6          A.   Yes.				false

		262						LN		11		7		false		           7          Q.   And were these notes made by you in the course and				false

		263						LN		11		8		false		           8     scope of your official duties as a detective in the Monroe				false

		264						LN		11		9		false		           9     Police Department?				false

		265						LN		11		10		false		          10          A.   They were.				false

		266						LN		11		11		false		          11          Q.   The first page of this exhibit appears to contain				false

		267						LN		11		12		false		          12     notes dated 5/9/15 with the time indicated on the right-hand				false

		268						LN		11		13		false		          13     column beginning with 6:20 p.m.  Do you see that?				false

		269						LN		11		14		false		          14          A.   I do.				false

		270						LN		11		15		false		          15          Q.   And in these notes did you record your various				false

		271						LN		11		16		false		          16     activities and observations in connection with your				false

		272						LN		11		17		false		          17     investigation as they occurred on the 9th of May 2015?				false

		273						LN		11		18		false		          18          A.   Some, yes.  They're not verbatim notes.				false

		274						LN		11		19		false		          19          Q.   Okay.				false

		275						LN		11		20		false		          20          A.   So, of course, some quotes are.				false

		276						LN		11		21		false		          21          Q.   All right.  And about halfway down the first page				false

		277						LN		11		22		false		          22     it appears that you have the following note, quote, Barnes,				false

		278						LN		11		23		false		          23     and then there's a dash, pass-down, comma, Price is slipping,				false

		279						LN		11		24		false		          24     period.  Do you see that?				false

		280						LN		11		25		false		          25          A.   Yes, I do.				false

		281						PG		12		0		false		page 12				false

		282						LN		12		1		false		           1          Q.   Was that a note by you that was intended to record				false

		283						LN		12		2		false		           2     a statement made to you by Corrections Officer Barnes?				false

		284						LN		12		3		false		           3          A.   Yes.				false

		285						LN		12		4		false		           4          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that he had				false

		286						LN		12		5		false		           5     been advised at pass-down that Price is or was slipping?				false

		287						LN		12		6		false		           6                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Object to the form.  You can				false

		288						LN		12		7		false		           7     go ahead and answer.  I just wanted to --				false

		289						LN		12		8		false		           8          A.   Pass-down comes in many flavors.  It can be written				false

		290						LN		12		9		false		           9     or it can be verbal.  I don't know if it was verbal or				false

		291						LN		12		10		false		          10     written.  The term pass-down was used, but I don't know how				false

		292						LN		12		11		false		          11     he learned of it and I didn't inquire.				false

		293						LN		12		12		false		          12          Q.   Was it your understanding from the conversation				false

		294						LN		12		13		false		          13     that you had with Corrections Officer Barnes that he learned				false

		295						LN		12		14		false		          14     at pass-down, whether it was verbal -- that is, oral -- or				false

		296						LN		12		15		false		          15     whether it was written, that Price was slipping?				false

		297						LN		12		16		false		          16          A.   Yes.				false

		298						LN		12		17		false		          17          Q.   Did Officer Barnes give you any more information				false

		299						LN		12		18		false		          18     about how Price was slipping?				false

		300						LN		12		19		false		          19          A.   No, not that I remember.  Nothing specific that I				false

		301						LN		12		20		false		          20     remember.				false

		302						LN		12		21		false		          21          Q.   Did he give you any other information about the				false

		303						LN		12		22		false		          22     communication that he received concerning Price at pass-down?				false

		304						LN		12		23		false		          23          A.   No.				false

		305						LN		12		24		false		          24                            (Exhibit No. 3 marked for				false

		306						LN		12		25		false		          25                             identification.)				false

		307						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		308						LN		13		1		false		           1          Q.   And now we've handed you through the court reporter				false

		309						LN		13		2		false		           2     what's been marked as Exhibit No. 3.  This is a document with				false

		310						LN		13		3		false		           3     the numbers 001538 through 001581 in the upper right-hand				false

		311						LN		13		4		false		           4     corner.  Excuse me, 001582 in the upper right-hand corner.				false

		312						LN		13		5		false		           5     And I would ask you, Detective Hatch, whether this is a				false

		313						LN		13		6		false		           6     transcript of a recorded interview that you conducted with				false

		314						LN		13		7		false		           7     Officer Tom Talbot on May 15, 2015.				false

		315						LN		13		8		false		           8          A.   Yes, it is.				false

		316						LN		13		9		false		           9          Q.   And the second page of the document bears the				false

		317						LN		13		10		false		          10     title, "Taped Interview Review Form."  Do you see that?				false

		318						LN		13		11		false		          11          A.   Yes.				false

		319						LN		13		12		false		          12          Q.   And it says that on November 30, 2015, "I reviewed				false

		320						LN		13		13		false		          13     the audio recording and transcription for an interview				false

		321						LN		13		14		false		          14     conducted with Tom Talbot on 5/15/15.  The transcription is a				false

		322						LN		13		15		false		          15     true and accurate record of that interview," and then it's				false

		323						LN		13		16		false		          16     signed by Barry Hatch and dated 12/1/15.  Do you see that?				false

		324						LN		13		17		false		          17          A.   Yes.				false

		325						LN		13		18		false		          18          Q.   In fact, did you review the transcript and compare				false

		326						LN		13		19		false		          19     it with the actual recorded interview of Tom Talbot in order				false

		327						LN		13		20		false		          20     to ensure that the transcript accurately reflected what was				false

		328						LN		13		21		false		          21     said in the interview?				false

		329						LN		13		22		false		          22          A.   To the best of my ears, yes.				false

		330						LN		13		23		false		          23          Q.   Okay.  Returning now, if you would, please, to				false

		331						LN		13		24		false		          24     Exhibit 2, which are your handwritten notes.  If I could ask				false

		332						LN		13		25		false		          25     you to turn to the page that, in the upper right-hand corner,				false

		333						PG		14		0		false		page 14				false

		334						LN		14		1		false		           1     says 001444.				false

		335						LN		14		2		false		           2          A.   Yes.				false

		336						LN		14		3		false		           3          Q.   These appear to be your notes from May 15, 2015,				false

		337						LN		14		4		false		           4     concerning information obtained from Tom Talbot; is that				false

		338						LN		14		5		false		           5     correct?				false

		339						LN		14		6		false		           6          A.   It is.				false

		340						LN		14		7		false		           7          Q.   Do these notes reflect information provided to you				false

		341						LN		14		8		false		           8     by Tom Talbot?				false

		342						LN		14		9		false		           9          A.   Bits and pieces, yes.				false

		343						LN		14		10		false		          10          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether these notes were made				false

		344						LN		14		11		false		          11     during the recorded interview that Tom Talbot gave or whether				false

		345						LN		14		12		false		          12     these notes were made by you in connection with a separate				false

		346						LN		14		13		false		          13     conversation that you may have had with Corrections Officer				false

		347						LN		14		14		false		          14     Talbot?				false

		348						LN		14		15		false		          15                          (Cell phone rings.)				false

		349						LN		14		16		false		          16          A.   A little bit of both in all likelihood.  My notes				false

		350						LN		14		17		false		          17     start at 1630 and the audio recording starts at 1636, and I				false

		351						LN		14		18		false		          18     can't tell you where I started writing after the interview				false

		352						LN		14		19		false		          19     started versus -- I -- I can tell you I sat down at 1630.				false

		353						LN		14		20		false		          20          Q.   Okay.  Did Corrections Officer Barnes provide you				false

		354						LN		14		21		false		          21     with the information that is summarized in these notes,				false

		355						LN		14		22		false		          22     whether it was during the course of the recorded interview or				false

		356						LN		14		23		false		          23     otherwise?				false

		357						LN		14		24		false		          24                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Uh --				false

		358						LN		14		25		false		          25          Q.   Excuse me, Corrections Officer Talbot.				false

		359						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		360						LN		15		1		false		           1          A.   Can you ask the question again --				false

		361						LN		15		2		false		           2          Q.   Sure.				false

		362						LN		15		3		false		           3          A.   -- with the right name?				false

		363						LN		15		4		false		           4          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Talbot provide you with the				false

		364						LN		15		5		false		           5     information that is summarized in these notes, whether or not				false

		365						LN		15		6		false		           6     it was in connection with the actual recorded interview or				false

		366						LN		15		7		false		           7     otherwise?				false

		367						LN		15		8		false		           8          A.   Yes.  They're my words, but sometimes I'll write				false

		368						LN		15		9		false		           9     myself a question in these.  So he was the only person I was				false

		369						LN		15		10		false		          10     interviewing during this page and the next page as well.				false

		370						LN		15		11		false		          11          Q.   If you could go down approximately two-thirds of				false

		371						LN		15		12		false		          12     the way on the page that we've been talking about, 001444,				false

		372						LN		15		13		false		          13     did Tom Talbot indicate that Price has been "trouble since we				false

		373						LN		15		14		false		          14     got him"?  Meaning, presumably, since Talbot and his				false

		374						LN		15		15		false		          15     colleagues got him at the DOC.				false

		375						LN		15		16		false		          16          A.   Yes.  However, I don't -- Talbot wasn't overseeing				false

		376						LN		15		17		false		          17     him the entire time he was at DOC; only at SOU.				false

		377						LN		15		18		false		          18          Q.   Okay.				false

		378						LN		15		19		false		          19          A.   And I don't know off the top of my head how long				false

		379						LN		15		20		false		          20     he's been in that pod.  I know it's documented in here				false

		380						LN		15		21		false		          21     somewhere.				false

		381						LN		15		22		false		          22          Q.   Okay.  And then working your way down just a few				false

		382						LN		15		23		false		          23     lines to where it says, "Inmates knew," could you read the				false

		383						LN		15		24		false		          24     next three lines for me, please.				false

		384						LN		15		25		false		          25          A.   Starting with "Inmates knew"?				false

		385						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		386						LN		16		1		false		           1          Q.   Yes.				false

		387						LN		16		2		false		           2          A.   "He was kind of trouble.  Common knowledge to				false

		388						LN		16		3		false		           3     staff.  Report it to counselors.  Request to speak to LE" --				false

		389						LN		16		4		false		           4     which is short for law enforcement -- "two weeks prior.				false

		390						LN		16		5		false		           5     Brock" -- and it's -- my -- my line there says, "Brock --				false

		391						LN		16		6		false		           6     counselor FNU" -- stands for First Name Unknown -- and "No				false

		392						LN		16		7		false		           7     contact Saturday."				false

		393						LN		16		8		false		           8          Q.   And on that first sentence that you read, "Inmates				false

		394						LN		16		9		false		           9     knew he was kind of," does it say volatile or trouble?				false

		395						LN		16		10		false		          10          A.   That's volatile.				false

		396						LN		16		11		false		          11          Q.   Okay.				false

		397						LN		16		12		false		          12          A.   Sorry, that's my -- my penmanship while I'm --				false

		398						LN		16		13		false		          13                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  And I think you misspoke when				false

		399						LN		16		14		false		          14     you were reading --				false

		400						LN		16		15		false		          15                    THE WITNESS:  Oh, I'm sorry.				false

		401						LN		16		16		false		          16                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  -- it the first time.				false

		402						LN		16		17		false		          17                    THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.				false

		403						LN		16		18		false		          18          A.   It -- it should say "volatile."				false

		404						LN		16		19		false		          19          Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Common				false

		405						LN		16		20		false		          20     knowledge to staff"?				false

		406						LN		16		21		false		          21          A.   That he was kind of volatile and it was common				false

		407						LN		16		22		false		          22     knowledge to staff.				false

		408						LN		16		23		false		          23          Q.   And --				false

		409						LN		16		24		false		          24          A.   And, again, these are my notes while we're having				false

		410						LN		16		25		false		          25     a conversation.  So sometimes they're notes to myself;				false

		411						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		412						LN		17		1		false		           1     sometimes they're quotes.				false

		413						LN		17		2		false		           2          Q.   All right.  And what did you mean when you wrote,				false

		414						LN		17		3		false		           3     "Report it to counselors"?				false

		415						LN		17		4		false		           4          A.   I don't know.  I'm not sure if that was during the				false

		416						LN		17		5		false		           5     taped transcript or not, and that might be an indicator.				false

		417						LN		17		6		false		           6          Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Request to				false

		418						LN		17		7		false		           7     speak to LE" -- law enforcement -- "two weeks prior"?				false

		419						LN		17		8		false		           8          A.   That was Price requesting to speak to law				false

		420						LN		17		9		false		           9     enforcement through a variety of staff, counselors,				false

		421						LN		17		10		false		          10     correctional officers.				false

		422						LN		17		11		false		          11          Q.   Did you continue to act as the lead detective in				false

		423						LN		17		12		false		          12     the criminal investigation concerning the assault against				false

		424						LN		17		13		false		          13     Powell by Price on May 9th, 2015?				false

		425						LN		17		14		false		          14          A.   Yes.  To my knowledge I still am.				false

		426						LN		17		15		false		          15          Q.   Okay.				false

		427						LN		17		16		false		          16          A.   He wasn't been convicted yet.				false

		428						LN		17		17		false		          17          Q.   Right.  And other than what we've been through,				false

		429						LN		17		18		false		          18     have you heard or learned of any information from any source				false

		430						LN		17		19		false		          19     that any employee of the DOC may have received information				false

		431						LN		17		20		false		          20     prior to the assault that Price intended to hurt or kill				false

		432						LN		17		21		false		          21     somebody before the assault actually occurred?				false

		433						LN		17		22		false		          22          A.   Other -- can you say that again?				false

		434						LN		17		23		false		          23          Q.   Other than anything that we've already been				false

		435						LN		17		24		false		          24     through, have you ever heard or learned from any source that				false

		436						LN		17		25		false		          25     any employee of the DOC may have received information that				false

		437						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		438						LN		18		1		false		           1     Price expressed an intention to hurt or kill somebody before				false

		439						LN		18		2		false		           2     the assault on May 9th, 2015?				false

		440						LN		18		3		false		           3          A.   No, other than what I've documented in my reports				false

		441						LN		18		4		false		           4     already.				false

		442						LN		18		5		false		           5          Q.   Okay.  Did you ever hear orally from any source				false

		443						LN		18		6		false		           6     about violent tendencies or a disposition toward violent				false

		444						LN		18		7		false		           7     behavior by Price preceding the assault against				false

		445						LN		18		8		false		           8     Gordon Powell?				false

		446						LN		18		9		false		           9          A.   No, only what's been documented.				false

		447						LN		18		10		false		          10          Q.   Okay.  Have you communicated with anybody at the				false

		448						LN		18		11		false		          11     AG's office about any aspect of this case?				false

		449						LN		18		12		false		          12          A.   Only how to get the video to play.				false

		450						LN		18		13		false		          13          Q.   All right.				false

		451						LN		18		14		false		          14          A.   Which I understand is a common theme.				false

		452						LN		18		15		false		          15          Q.   Yes.  But you have not been interviewed concerning				false

		453						LN		18		16		false		          16     your investigation or anything of that nature?				false

		454						LN		18		17		false		          17          A.   No.				false

		455						LN		18		18		false		          18                    MR. BUDGE:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that's				false

		456						LN		18		19		false		          19     all I have.  Thank you, Detective Hatch.				false

		457						LN		18		20		false		          20                         E X A M I N A T I O N				false

		458						LN		18		21		false		          21     BY MR. SUTHERLAND:				false

		459						LN		18		22		false		          22          Q.   Earl Sutherland with the AG's office.  I've just				false

		460						LN		18		23		false		          23     got a couple of follow-up questions.				false

		461						LN		18		24		false		          24               You were asked if you had heard from any source				false

		462						LN		18		25		false		          25     about Price's tendency to violent behavior and you said				false

		463						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		464						LN		19		1		false		           1     nothing other than what's in here.  You -- is -- in your				false

		465						LN		19		2		false		           2     taking notes about "Inmates knew he was kind of volatile,"				false

		466						LN		19		3		false		           3     for example, "Common knowledge of staff," was that violent				false

		467						LN		19		4		false		           4     behavior that you understood the inmates knew or was that				false

		468						LN		19		5		false		           5     something different?				false

		469						LN		19		6		false		           6          A.   I'm actually thinking back to days when it was				false

		470						LN		19		7		false		           7     documented that he was pounding his fists on the wall and				false

		471						LN		19		8		false		           8     they were red, things like that.				false

		472						LN		19		9		false		           9          Q.   Okay.				false

		473						LN		19		10		false		          10          A.   I think everybody draws a different line on what's				false

		474						LN		19		11		false		          11     considered violent.				false

		475						LN		19		12		false		          12          Q.   Okay.  Had he done violent -- did you learn in				false

		476						LN		19		13		false		          13     your investigation that, other than this event, he had done				false

		477						LN		19		14		false		          14     violence to another inmate?				false

		478						LN		19		15		false		          15          A.   I learned that he had attempted to strangle his				false

		479						LN		19		16		false		          16     cellmate.				false

		480						LN		19		17		false		          17          Q.   Okay.  Any other --				false

		481						LN		19		18		false		          18          A.   I --				false

		482						LN		19		19		false		          19          Q.   -- violent --				false

		483						LN		19		20		false		          20          A.    -- would consider that a violent act.				false

		484						LN		19		21		false		          21          Q.   Is that in this material here somewhere?				false

		485						LN		19		22		false		          22          A.   It could be.  I don't know.				false

		486						LN		19		23		false		          23          Q.   Okay.				false

		487						LN		19		24		false		          24          A.   It's --				false

		488						LN		19		25		false		          25          Q.   When did --				false

		489						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		490						LN		20		1		false		           1          A.   -- it could be --				false

		491						LN		20		2		false		           2          Q.   -- that occur?				false

		492						LN		20		3		false		           3          A.   -- in the transcript.				false

		493						LN		20		4		false		           4          Q.   Okay.  When did that occur, to your recollection?				false

		494						LN		20		5		false		           5          A.   I don't -- I can't -- don't remember the date off				false

		495						LN		20		6		false		           6     the top of my head.				false

		496						LN		20		7		false		           7          Q.   Okay.  But the recollection that you have would be				false

		497						LN		20		8		false		           8     embodied in these exhibits, your reports or the interviews or				false

		498						LN		20		9		false		           9     your notes?				false

		499						LN		20		10		false		          10          A.   Yes.  I believe I requested a copy of what they				false

		500						LN		20		11		false		          11     had -- "they" being --				false

		501						LN		20		12		false		          12          Q.   Uh-huh.				false

		502						LN		20		13		false		          13          A.   -- DOC -- and I know I reviewed it.  I may have not				false

		503						LN		20		14		false		          14     have written that I reviewed it.				false

		504						LN		20		15		false		          15          Q.   Okay.				false

		505						LN		20		16		false		          16          A.   But it -- when I say embodied within the case, it's				false

		506						LN		20		17		false		          17     in there somewhere.				false

		507						LN		20		18		false		          18          Q.   Okay.				false

		508						LN		20		19		false		          19          A.   It may not be spoken of in a transcript, it may not				false

		509						LN		20		20		false		          20     be written in my report, but the -- there was a copy of the				false

		510						LN		20		21		false		          21     incident from DOC in Shelton.  And, going by memory only, I				false

		511						LN		20		22		false		          22     thought it was 2011-ish.				false

		512						LN		20		23		false		          23                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Okay.  That's all I have.				false

		513						LN		20		24		false		          24                    MR. BUDGE:  No follow-up.				false

		514						LN		20		25		false		          25                    MR. KENNY:  Great.				false

		515						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		516						LN		21		1		false		           1                         (Signature reserved.)				false

		517						LN		21		2		false		           2                  (Deposition concluded at 2:26 p.m.)				false

		518						LN		21		3		false		           3				false

		519						LN		21		4		false		           4				false

		520						LN		21		5		false		           5				false

		521						LN		21		6		false		           6				false

		522						LN		21		7		false		           7				false

		523						LN		21		8		false		           8				false

		524						LN		21		9		false		           9				false

		525						LN		21		10		false		          10				false

		526						LN		21		11		false		          11				false

		527						LN		21		12		false		          12				false

		528						LN		21		13		false		          13				false

		529						LN		21		14		false		          14				false

		530						LN		21		15		false		          15				false

		531						LN		21		16		false		          16				false

		532						LN		21		17		false		          17				false

		533						LN		21		18		false		          18				false

		534						LN		21		19		false		          19				false

		535						LN		21		20		false		          20				false

		536						LN		21		21		false		          21				false

		537						LN		21		22		false		          22				false

		538						LN		21		23		false		          23				false

		539						LN		21		24		false		          24				false

		540						LN		21		25		false		          25				false

		541						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		542						LN		22		0		false		                                       A F F I D A V I T				false

		543						LN		22		0		false		                 STATE OF WASHINGTON )				false

		544						LN		22		0		false		                                     )  ss				false

		545						LN		22		0		false		                 COUNTY OF PIERCE    )				false

		546						LN		22		0		false		                           I, BARRY HATCH, hereby declare under penalty of				false

		547						LN		22		0		false		                 perjury that I have read the foregoing deposition and that				false

		548						LN		22		0		false		                 the testimony contained herein is a true and correct				false

		549						LN		22		0		false		                 transcript of my testimony, noting the corrections attached.				false

		550						LN		22		0		false		                                     _______________________				false

		551						LN		22		0		false		                                          BARRY HATCH				false

		552						LN		22		0		false		                 Date:               _______________________				false

		553						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		554						LN		23		0		false		                                     C E R T I F I C A T E				false

		555						LN		23		0		false		                 STATE OF WASHINGTON )				false

		556						LN		23		0		false		                                     )  ss				false

		557						LN		23		0		false		                 COUNTY OF PIERCE    )				false

		558						LN		23		0		false		                           I, the undersigned Washington Certified Court				false

		559						LN		23		0		false		                 Reporter, pursuant to RCW 5.28.010, authorized to administer				false

		560						LN		23		0		false		                 oaths and affirmations in and for the State of Washington,				false

		561						LN		23		0		false		                 do hereby certify:  That the foregoing deposition of the				false

		562						LN		23		0		false		                 witness named herein was taken stenographically before me				false

		563						LN		23		0		false		                 and reduced to a typed format under my direction;				false

		564						LN		23		0		false		                           That, according to CR 30(e), the witness was given				false

		565						LN		23		0		false		                 the opportunity to examine, read and sign the deposition				false

		566						LN		23		0		false		                 after same was transcribed, unless indicated in the record				false

		567						LN		23		0		false		                 that the review was waived;				false

		568						LN		23		0		false		                           That I am not a relative or employee of any				false

		569						LN		23		0		false		                 attorney or counsel or participant and that I am not				false

		570						LN		23		0		false		                 financially or otherwise interested in the action or the				false

		571						LN		23		0		false		                 outcome herein;				false

		572						LN		23		0		false		                           That the deposition, as transcribed, is a full,				false

		573						LN		23		0		false		                 true and correct transcript of the testimony, including				false

		574						LN		23		0		false		                 questions and answers and all objections, motions and				false

		575						LN		23		0		false		                 examinations and said transcript was prepared pursuant to the				false

		576						LN		23		0		false		                 Washington Administrative Code 308-14-135 preparation				false

		577						LN		23		0		false		                 guidelines.				false

		578						LN		23		0		false		                                     _________________________________________				false

		579						LN		23		0		false		                                     April L. Cook, Certified Court				false

		580						LN		23		0		false		                                     Reporter 3245 for the State of Washington				false
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 1             MONROE, WASHINGTON; TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 2016
 2                             2:01 p.m.
 3                              --oOo--
 4
 5   BARRY HATCH,             deponent herein, having been
 6                            first duly sworn on oath, was
 7                            examined and testified as
 8                            follows:
 9
10                       E X A M I N A T I O N
11   BY MR. BUDGE:
12        Q.   Could you state your name, please.
13        A.   Barry Hatch.
14        Q.   And for whom are you employed?
15        A.   The City of Monroe.
16        Q.   All right.  And what is your title?
17        A.   Detective.
18        Q.   Okay.  Detective Hatch, today I'm going to be
19   asking you some questions.  And the questions I ask and the
20   answers that you give are being transcribed by the court
21   reporter.  Do you understand that?
22        A.   I do.
23        Q.   All right.  And do you understand that the
24   testimony you give today is under oath, as it would be if you
25   were testifying in court?
0005
 1        A.   Yes.
 2        Q.   And if you don't understand a question that I ask,
 3   please ask me to clarify it or rephrase it for you so that
 4   you can understand it.  Okay?
 5        A.   Okay.
 6        Q.   How long have you been a detective with the Monroe
 7   Police Department?
 8        A.   I went into investigations in January 2002.
 9        Q.   And is that the date upon which you would've earned
10   the title of detective?
11        A.   Yes.
12        Q.   And prior to that time were you involved in law
13   enforcement?
14        A.   I was a -- I -- yeah, I started my employment here
15   as a police officer in September 1998.
16        Q.   Okay.  And did you work continuously as a police
17   officer from approximately September of 1998 until
18   approximately January of 2002 when you became a detective?
19        A.   Yes.
20        Q.   And have you been a detective since January of
21   2002?
22        A.   Yes.
23        Q.   Okay.  Consistently with the Monroe Police
24   Department?
25        A.   Yes.
0006
 1        Q.   Okay.
 2                  MR. BUDGE:  All right.  Let's go ahead and
 3   mark the first exhibit.
 4                          (Exhibit No. 1 marked for
 5                           identification.)
 6        Q.   Detective Hatch, I've handed to you through the
 7   court reporter what's been marked as Exhibit No. 1.  This is
 8   a nine-page document bearing the numbers 000005, in the upper
 9   right-hand corner, through 13.  And I'd like to ask that you
10   please take a minute to review this document and let me know
11   if you recognize it.
12        A.   I do.
13        Q.   Okay.  Is this a report that you prepared in
14   connection with an assault that was alleged to have occurred
15   at the Monroe State Reformatory located in Monroe,
16   Washington?
17        A.   One of the reports, yes.
18        Q.   Did you sign and date the last page of this report?
19        A.   I signed on the second-to-the-last page and dated
20   on the last page, yes.
21        Q.   Oh, all right.  Thank you for clarifying that.
22             And on the second-to-last page, that is your
23   signature above where it says, "Officer's Signature"?
24        A.   Yes.
25        Q.   And that's also your badge number?
0007
 1        A.   Yes.
 2        Q.   And did you sign this report on June 12th, 2015?
 3        A.   I did.
 4        Q.   When you signed and dated the last page of the
 5   report, Detective Hatch, did you certify or declare under
 6   penalty of perjury that the information contained in the
 7   report was true and correct?
 8        A.   I did.
 9        Q.   And did you prepare this report in connection with
10   your regular and official duties as a detective with the
11   Monroe Police Department?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   Does the information contained in this report
14   truly and accurately describe various of your activities
15   and observations in connection with your role in the
16   investigation into the assault at the Monroe Correctional
17   Complex on May 9th, 2015, by Offender Benjamin Price?
18        A.   Yes.  May 9th through the final date of -- of this
19   document, which I think was up to May 15th.  May 9th through
20   the 15th.
21        Q.   All right.  And so, with that clarification, does
22   the report truly and accurately describe various activities
23   and observations by yourself between May 9th and May 15th of
24   2015?
25        A.   Yes.
0008
 1        Q.   I want to take you through some of the information
 2   contained in the document and ask you some questions about
 3   it.
 4             First of all, on May 9th, 2015, as indicated toward
 5   the beginning of your report, did you receive a telephone
 6   call at approximately 5:34 p.m. from Monroe police sergeant
 7   Paul Ryan advising you that an alleged assault had taken
 8   place at the Monroe Correctional Complex?
 9        A.   Yes.
10        Q.   And did you learn from Sergeant Ryan that the
11   victim of the assault had been taken to Providence Hospital,
12   Colby Campus, in Everett?
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   Did Sergeant Ryan request that you go to the
15   hospital?
16        A.   Yes.
17        Q.   Did you go to the hospital where the victim,
18   Gordon Powell, was located?
19        A.   Yes.
20        Q.   And did you arrive at the hospital at approximately
21   6:20 p.m.?
22        A.   Yes.
23        Q.   Did you go to Room 610 at the hospital?
24        A.   The emergency room Room 610, yes.
25        Q.   Okay.  And --
0009
 1        A.   There's more than one.
 2        Q.   -- shortly after you arrived at Room 610, did
 3   hospital staff wheel in the victim of the assault --
 4        A.   Yes.
 5        Q.   -- Gordon Powell?
 6        A.   (Witness nods head affirmatively.)
 7        Q.   When Gordon Powell was wheeled in to Room 610, was
 8   he accompanied by two individuals who you understood to be
 9   DOC corrections officers?
10        A.   Yes.
11        Q.   Were those individuals in uniform?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   Were those two corrections officers named Barnes
14   and Caraway?
15        A.   Yes.
16        Q.   And did you speak to Corrections Officer Barnes at
17   that time?
18        A.   Yes.
19        Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that when
20   he came on shift on the date of the assault that he was
21   advised by someone that, quote, Price was slipping, as a
22   warning about Inmate Price's behavior?
23        A.   Yes.
24        Q.   Did you clearly understand Corrections Officer
25   Barnes to be saying that the information about Price slipping
0010
 1   came to him as a warning about Price's behavior?
 2        A.   Yes.
 3        Q.   Did you gain or seek to gain an understanding about
 4   who Barnes got that information from about Price slipping?
 5        A.   Not that I recall, and I don't -- unless there's
 6   something specific in my report that you can point me to.
 7        Q.   There's not.
 8        A.   No, not that I recall.
 9        Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether the statement made by
10   Barnes to you that he was warned about Price slipping when he
11   came on shift, do you recall whether that statement was made
12   to you in the presence of Corrections Officer Caraway?  Let
13   me rephrase the question.
14             When Corrections Officer Barnes told you that when
15   he came on shift that he was advised that Price was slipping,
16   was Corrections Officer Caraway there when that information
17   was provided to you?
18        A.   I can't say for certain.
19        Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether anything else was said
20   to you by Barnes or Caraway about Price?
21        A.   Not to my memory.  There's still a lot of medical
22   staff coming and going.  So, no, not to my memory.
23        Q.   Okay.
24                  MR. BUDGE:  All right.  Let's go ahead and
25   mark the next document as Exhibit 2.
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 1                          (Exhibit No. 2 marked for
 2                           identification.)
 3        Q.   Handing you what's now been marked as
 4   Exhibit No. 2.  Are these handwritten notes that you made in
 5   connection with your investigation?
 6        A.   Yes.
 7        Q.   And were these notes made by you in the course and
 8   scope of your official duties as a detective in the Monroe
 9   Police Department?
10        A.   They were.
11        Q.   The first page of this exhibit appears to contain
12   notes dated 5/9/15 with the time indicated on the right-hand
13   column beginning with 6:20 p.m.  Do you see that?
14        A.   I do.
15        Q.   And in these notes did you record your various
16   activities and observations in connection with your
17   investigation as they occurred on the 9th of May 2015?
18        A.   Some, yes.  They're not verbatim notes.
19        Q.   Okay.
20        A.   So, of course, some quotes are.
21        Q.   All right.  And about halfway down the first page
22   it appears that you have the following note, quote, Barnes,
23   and then there's a dash, pass-down, comma, Price is slipping,
24   period.  Do you see that?
25        A.   Yes, I do.
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 1        Q.   Was that a note by you that was intended to record
 2   a statement made to you by Corrections Officer Barnes?
 3        A.   Yes.
 4        Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that he had
 5   been advised at pass-down that Price is or was slipping?
 6                  MR. SUTHERLAND:  Object to the form.  You can
 7   go ahead and answer.  I just wanted to --
 8        A.   Pass-down comes in many flavors.  It can be written
 9   or it can be verbal.  I don't know if it was verbal or
10   written.  The term pass-down was used, but I don't know how
11   he learned of it and I didn't inquire.
12        Q.   Was it your understanding from the conversation
13   that you had with Corrections Officer Barnes that he learned
14   at pass-down, whether it was verbal -- that is, oral -- or
15   whether it was written, that Price was slipping?
16        A.   Yes.
17        Q.   Did Officer Barnes give you any more information
18   about how Price was slipping?
19        A.   No, not that I remember.  Nothing specific that I
20   remember.
21        Q.   Did he give you any other information about the
22   communication that he received concerning Price at pass-down?
23        A.   No.
24                          (Exhibit No. 3 marked for
25                           identification.)
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 1        Q.   And now we've handed you through the court reporter
 2   what's been marked as Exhibit No. 3.  This is a document with
 3   the numbers 001538 through 001581 in the upper right-hand
 4   corner.  Excuse me, 001582 in the upper right-hand corner.
 5   And I would ask you, Detective Hatch, whether this is a
 6   transcript of a recorded interview that you conducted with
 7   Officer Tom Talbot on May 15, 2015.
 8        A.   Yes, it is.
 9        Q.   And the second page of the document bears the
10   title, "Taped Interview Review Form."  Do you see that?
11        A.   Yes.
12        Q.   And it says that on November 30, 2015, "I reviewed
13   the audio recording and transcription for an interview
14   conducted with Tom Talbot on 5/15/15.  The transcription is a
15   true and accurate record of that interview," and then it's
16   signed by Barry Hatch and dated 12/1/15.  Do you see that?
17        A.   Yes.
18        Q.   In fact, did you review the transcript and compare
19   it with the actual recorded interview of Tom Talbot in order
20   to ensure that the transcript accurately reflected what was
21   said in the interview?
22        A.   To the best of my ears, yes.
23        Q.   Okay.  Returning now, if you would, please, to
24   Exhibit 2, which are your handwritten notes.  If I could ask
25   you to turn to the page that, in the upper right-hand corner,
0014
 1   says 001444.
 2        A.   Yes.
 3        Q.   These appear to be your notes from May 15, 2015,
 4   concerning information obtained from Tom Talbot; is that
 5   correct?
 6        A.   It is.
 7        Q.   Do these notes reflect information provided to you
 8   by Tom Talbot?
 9        A.   Bits and pieces, yes.
10        Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether these notes were made
11   during the recorded interview that Tom Talbot gave or whether
12   these notes were made by you in connection with a separate
13   conversation that you may have had with Corrections Officer
14   Talbot?
15                        (Cell phone rings.)
16        A.   A little bit of both in all likelihood.  My notes
17   start at 1630 and the audio recording starts at 1636, and I
18   can't tell you where I started writing after the interview
19   started versus -- I -- I can tell you I sat down at 1630.
20        Q.   Okay.  Did Corrections Officer Barnes provide you
21   with the information that is summarized in these notes,
22   whether it was during the course of the recorded interview or
23   otherwise?
24                  MR. SUTHERLAND:  Uh --
25        Q.   Excuse me, Corrections Officer Talbot.
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 1        A.   Can you ask the question again --
 2        Q.   Sure.
 3        A.   -- with the right name?
 4        Q.   Did Corrections Officer Talbot provide you with the
 5   information that is summarized in these notes, whether or not
 6   it was in connection with the actual recorded interview or
 7   otherwise?
 8        A.   Yes.  They're my words, but sometimes I'll write
 9   myself a question in these.  So he was the only person I was
10   interviewing during this page and the next page as well.
11        Q.   If you could go down approximately two-thirds of
12   the way on the page that we've been talking about, 001444,
13   did Tom Talbot indicate that Price has been "trouble since we
14   got him"?  Meaning, presumably, since Talbot and his
15   colleagues got him at the DOC.
16        A.   Yes.  However, I don't -- Talbot wasn't overseeing
17   him the entire time he was at DOC; only at SOU.
18        Q.   Okay.
19        A.   And I don't know off the top of my head how long
20   he's been in that pod.  I know it's documented in here
21   somewhere.
22        Q.   Okay.  And then working your way down just a few
23   lines to where it says, "Inmates knew," could you read the
24   next three lines for me, please.
25        A.   Starting with "Inmates knew"?
0016
 1        Q.   Yes.
 2        A.   "He was kind of trouble.  Common knowledge to
 3   staff.  Report it to counselors.  Request to speak to LE" --
 4   which is short for law enforcement -- "two weeks prior.
 5   Brock" -- and it's -- my -- my line there says, "Brock --
 6   counselor FNU" -- stands for First Name Unknown -- and "No
 7   contact Saturday."
 8        Q.   And on that first sentence that you read, "Inmates
 9   knew he was kind of," does it say volatile or trouble?
10        A.   That's volatile.
11        Q.   Okay.
12        A.   Sorry, that's my -- my penmanship while I'm --
13                  MR. SUTHERLAND:  And I think you misspoke when
14   you were reading --
15                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, I'm sorry.
16                  MR. SUTHERLAND:  -- it the first time.
17                  THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.
18        A.   It -- it should say "volatile."
19        Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Common
20   knowledge to staff"?
21        A.   That he was kind of volatile and it was common
22   knowledge to staff.
23        Q.   And --
24        A.   And, again, these are my notes while we're having
25   a conversation.  So sometimes they're notes to myself;
0017
 1   sometimes they're quotes.
 2        Q.   All right.  And what did you mean when you wrote,
 3   "Report it to counselors"?
 4        A.   I don't know.  I'm not sure if that was during the
 5   taped transcript or not, and that might be an indicator.
 6        Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Request to
 7   speak to LE" -- law enforcement -- "two weeks prior"?
 8        A.   That was Price requesting to speak to law
 9   enforcement through a variety of staff, counselors,
10   correctional officers.
11        Q.   Did you continue to act as the lead detective in
12   the criminal investigation concerning the assault against
13   Powell by Price on May 9th, 2015?
14        A.   Yes.  To my knowledge I still am.
15        Q.   Okay.
16        A.   He wasn't been convicted yet.
17        Q.   Right.  And other than what we've been through,
18   have you heard or learned of any information from any source
19   that any employee of the DOC may have received information
20   prior to the assault that Price intended to hurt or kill
21   somebody before the assault actually occurred?
22        A.   Other -- can you say that again?
23        Q.   Other than anything that we've already been
24   through, have you ever heard or learned from any source that
25   any employee of the DOC may have received information that
0018
 1   Price expressed an intention to hurt or kill somebody before
 2   the assault on May 9th, 2015?
 3        A.   No, other than what I've documented in my reports
 4   already.
 5        Q.   Okay.  Did you ever hear orally from any source
 6   about violent tendencies or a disposition toward violent
 7   behavior by Price preceding the assault against
 8   Gordon Powell?
 9        A.   No, only what's been documented.
10        Q.   Okay.  Have you communicated with anybody at the
11   AG's office about any aspect of this case?
12        A.   Only how to get the video to play.
13        Q.   All right.
14        A.   Which I understand is a common theme.
15        Q.   Yes.  But you have not been interviewed concerning
16   your investigation or anything of that nature?
17        A.   No.
18                  MR. BUDGE:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that's
19   all I have.  Thank you, Detective Hatch.
20                       E X A M I N A T I O N
21   BY MR. SUTHERLAND:
22        Q.   Earl Sutherland with the AG's office.  I've just
23   got a couple of follow-up questions.
24             You were asked if you had heard from any source
25   about Price's tendency to violent behavior and you said
0019
 1   nothing other than what's in here.  You -- is -- in your
 2   taking notes about "Inmates knew he was kind of volatile,"
 3   for example, "Common knowledge of staff," was that violent
 4   behavior that you understood the inmates knew or was that
 5   something different?
 6        A.   I'm actually thinking back to days when it was
 7   documented that he was pounding his fists on the wall and
 8   they were red, things like that.
 9        Q.   Okay.
10        A.   I think everybody draws a different line on what's
11   considered violent.
12        Q.   Okay.  Had he done violent -- did you learn in
13   your investigation that, other than this event, he had done
14   violence to another inmate?
15        A.   I learned that he had attempted to strangle his
16   cellmate.
17        Q.   Okay.  Any other --
18        A.   I --
19        Q.   -- violent --
20        A.    -- would consider that a violent act.
21        Q.   Is that in this material here somewhere?
22        A.   It could be.  I don't know.
23        Q.   Okay.
24        A.   It's --
25        Q.   When did --
0020
 1        A.   -- it could be --
 2        Q.   -- that occur?
 3        A.   -- in the transcript.
 4        Q.   Okay.  When did that occur, to your recollection?
 5        A.   I don't -- I can't -- don't remember the date off
 6   the top of my head.
 7        Q.   Okay.  But the recollection that you have would be
 8   embodied in these exhibits, your reports or the interviews or
 9   your notes?
10        A.   Yes.  I believe I requested a copy of what they
11   had -- "they" being --
12        Q.   Uh-huh.
13        A.   -- DOC -- and I know I reviewed it.  I may have not
14   have written that I reviewed it.
15        Q.   Okay.
16        A.   But it -- when I say embodied within the case, it's
17   in there somewhere.
18        Q.   Okay.
19        A.   It may not be spoken of in a transcript, it may not
20   be written in my report, but the -- there was a copy of the
21   incident from DOC in Shelton.  And, going by memory only, I
22   thought it was 2011-ish.
23                  MR. SUTHERLAND:  Okay.  That's all I have.
24                  MR. BUDGE:  No follow-up.
25                  MR. KENNY:  Great.
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 1          (Signature reserved.)
 2   (Deposition concluded at 2:26 p.m.)
 3
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           1               MONROE, WASHINGTON; TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 2016

           2                               2:01 p.m.

           3                                --oOo--

           4

           5     BARRY HATCH,             deponent herein, having been

           6                              first duly sworn on oath, was

           7                              examined and testified as

           8                              follows:

           9

          10                         E X A M I N A T I O N

          11     BY MR. BUDGE:

          12          Q.   Could you state your name, please.

          13          A.   Barry Hatch.

          14          Q.   And for whom are you employed?

          15          A.   The City of Monroe.

          16          Q.   All right.  And what is your title?

          17          A.   Detective.

          18          Q.   Okay.  Detective Hatch, today I'm going to be

          19     asking you some questions.  And the questions I ask and the

          20     answers that you give are being transcribed by the court

          21     reporter.  Do you understand that?

          22          A.   I do.

          23          Q.   All right.  And do you understand that the

          24     testimony you give today is under oath, as it would be if you

          25     were testifying in court?
�
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           1          A.   Yes.

           2          Q.   And if you don't understand a question that I ask,

           3     please ask me to clarify it or rephrase it for you so that

           4     you can understand it.  Okay?

           5          A.   Okay.

           6          Q.   How long have you been a detective with the Monroe

           7     Police Department?

           8          A.   I went into investigations in January 2002.

           9          Q.   And is that the date upon which you would've earned

          10     the title of detective?

          11          A.   Yes.

          12          Q.   And prior to that time were you involved in law

          13     enforcement?

          14          A.   I was a -- I -- yeah, I started my employment here

          15     as a police officer in September 1998.

          16          Q.   Okay.  And did you work continuously as a police

          17     officer from approximately September of 1998 until

          18     approximately January of 2002 when you became a detective?

          19          A.   Yes.

          20          Q.   And have you been a detective since January of

          21     2002?

          22          A.   Yes.

          23          Q.   Okay.  Consistently with the Monroe Police

          24     Department?

          25          A.   Yes.
�
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           1          Q.   Okay.

           2                    MR. BUDGE:  All right.  Let's go ahead and

           3     mark the first exhibit.

           4                            (Exhibit No. 1 marked for

           5                             identification.)

           6          Q.   Detective Hatch, I've handed to you through the

           7     court reporter what's been marked as Exhibit No. 1.  This is

           8     a nine-page document bearing the numbers 000005, in the upper

           9     right-hand corner, through 13.  And I'd like to ask that you

          10     please take a minute to review this document and let me know

          11     if you recognize it.

          12          A.   I do.

          13          Q.   Okay.  Is this a report that you prepared in

          14     connection with an assault that was alleged to have occurred

          15     at the Monroe State Reformatory located in Monroe,

          16     Washington?

          17          A.   One of the reports, yes.

          18          Q.   Did you sign and date the last page of this report?

          19          A.   I signed on the second-to-the-last page and dated

          20     on the last page, yes.

          21          Q.   Oh, all right.  Thank you for clarifying that.

          22               And on the second-to-last page, that is your

          23     signature above where it says, "Officer's Signature"?

          24          A.   Yes.

          25          Q.   And that's also your badge number?
�
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           1          A.   Yes.

           2          Q.   And did you sign this report on June 12th, 2015?

           3          A.   I did.

           4          Q.   When you signed and dated the last page of the

           5     report, Detective Hatch, did you certify or declare under

           6     penalty of perjury that the information contained in the

           7     report was true and correct?

           8          A.   I did.

           9          Q.   And did you prepare this report in connection with

          10     your regular and official duties as a detective with the

          11     Monroe Police Department?

          12          A.   Yes.

          13          Q.   Does the information contained in this report

          14     truly and accurately describe various of your activities

          15     and observations in connection with your role in the

          16     investigation into the assault at the Monroe Correctional

          17     Complex on May 9th, 2015, by Offender Benjamin Price?

          18          A.   Yes.  May 9th through the final date of -- of this

          19     document, which I think was up to May 15th.  May 9th through

          20     the 15th.

          21          Q.   All right.  And so, with that clarification, does

          22     the report truly and accurately describe various activities

          23     and observations by yourself between May 9th and May 15th of

          24     2015?

          25          A.   Yes.
�
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           1          Q.   I want to take you through some of the information

           2     contained in the document and ask you some questions about

           3     it.

           4               First of all, on May 9th, 2015, as indicated toward

           5     the beginning of your report, did you receive a telephone

           6     call at approximately 5:34 p.m. from Monroe police sergeant

           7     Paul Ryan advising you that an alleged assault had taken

           8     place at the Monroe Correctional Complex?

           9          A.   Yes.

          10          Q.   And did you learn from Sergeant Ryan that the

          11     victim of the assault had been taken to Providence Hospital,

          12     Colby Campus, in Everett?

          13          A.   Yes.

          14          Q.   Did Sergeant Ryan request that you go to the

          15     hospital?

          16          A.   Yes.

          17          Q.   Did you go to the hospital where the victim,

          18     Gordon Powell, was located?

          19          A.   Yes.

          20          Q.   And did you arrive at the hospital at approximately

          21     6:20 p.m.?

          22          A.   Yes.

          23          Q.   Did you go to Room 610 at the hospital?

          24          A.   The emergency room Room 610, yes.

          25          Q.   Okay.  And --
�
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           1          A.   There's more than one.

           2          Q.   -- shortly after you arrived at Room 610, did

           3     hospital staff wheel in the victim of the assault --

           4          A.   Yes.

           5          Q.   -- Gordon Powell?

           6          A.   (Witness nods head affirmatively.)

           7          Q.   When Gordon Powell was wheeled in to Room 610, was

           8     he accompanied by two individuals who you understood to be

           9     DOC corrections officers?

          10          A.   Yes.

          11          Q.   Were those individuals in uniform?

          12          A.   Yes.

          13          Q.   Were those two corrections officers named Barnes

          14     and Caraway?

          15          A.   Yes.

          16          Q.   And did you speak to Corrections Officer Barnes at

          17     that time?

          18          A.   Yes.

          19          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that when

          20     he came on shift on the date of the assault that he was

          21     advised by someone that, quote, Price was slipping, as a

          22     warning about Inmate Price's behavior?

          23          A.   Yes.

          24          Q.   Did you clearly understand Corrections Officer

          25     Barnes to be saying that the information about Price slipping
�
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           1     came to him as a warning about Price's behavior?

           2          A.   Yes.

           3          Q.   Did you gain or seek to gain an understanding about

           4     who Barnes got that information from about Price slipping?

           5          A.   Not that I recall, and I don't -- unless there's

           6     something specific in my report that you can point me to.

           7          Q.   There's not.

           8          A.   No, not that I recall.

           9          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether the statement made by

          10     Barnes to you that he was warned about Price slipping when he

          11     came on shift, do you recall whether that statement was made

          12     to you in the presence of Corrections Officer Caraway?  Let

          13     me rephrase the question.

          14               When Corrections Officer Barnes told you that when

          15     he came on shift that he was advised that Price was slipping,

          16     was Corrections Officer Caraway there when that information

          17     was provided to you?

          18          A.   I can't say for certain.

          19          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether anything else was said

          20     to you by Barnes or Caraway about Price?

          21          A.   Not to my memory.  There's still a lot of medical

          22     staff coming and going.  So, no, not to my memory.

          23          Q.   Okay.

          24                    MR. BUDGE:  All right.  Let's go ahead and

          25     mark the next document as Exhibit 2.
�
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           1                            (Exhibit No. 2 marked for

           2                             identification.)

           3          Q.   Handing you what's now been marked as

           4     Exhibit No. 2.  Are these handwritten notes that you made in

           5     connection with your investigation?

           6          A.   Yes.

           7          Q.   And were these notes made by you in the course and

           8     scope of your official duties as a detective in the Monroe

           9     Police Department?

          10          A.   They were.

          11          Q.   The first page of this exhibit appears to contain

          12     notes dated 5/9/15 with the time indicated on the right-hand

          13     column beginning with 6:20 p.m.  Do you see that?

          14          A.   I do.

          15          Q.   And in these notes did you record your various

          16     activities and observations in connection with your

          17     investigation as they occurred on the 9th of May 2015?

          18          A.   Some, yes.  They're not verbatim notes.

          19          Q.   Okay.

          20          A.   So, of course, some quotes are.

          21          Q.   All right.  And about halfway down the first page

          22     it appears that you have the following note, quote, Barnes,

          23     and then there's a dash, pass-down, comma, Price is slipping,

          24     period.  Do you see that?

          25          A.   Yes, I do.
�
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           1          Q.   Was that a note by you that was intended to record

           2     a statement made to you by Corrections Officer Barnes?

           3          A.   Yes.

           4          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Barnes tell you that he had

           5     been advised at pass-down that Price is or was slipping?

           6                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Object to the form.  You can

           7     go ahead and answer.  I just wanted to --

           8          A.   Pass-down comes in many flavors.  It can be written

           9     or it can be verbal.  I don't know if it was verbal or

          10     written.  The term pass-down was used, but I don't know how

          11     he learned of it and I didn't inquire.

          12          Q.   Was it your understanding from the conversation

          13     that you had with Corrections Officer Barnes that he learned

          14     at pass-down, whether it was verbal -- that is, oral -- or

          15     whether it was written, that Price was slipping?

          16          A.   Yes.

          17          Q.   Did Officer Barnes give you any more information

          18     about how Price was slipping?

          19          A.   No, not that I remember.  Nothing specific that I

          20     remember.

          21          Q.   Did he give you any other information about the

          22     communication that he received concerning Price at pass-down?

          23          A.   No.

          24                            (Exhibit No. 3 marked for

          25                             identification.)
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           1          Q.   And now we've handed you through the court reporter

           2     what's been marked as Exhibit No. 3.  This is a document with

           3     the numbers 001538 through 001581 in the upper right-hand

           4     corner.  Excuse me, 001582 in the upper right-hand corner.

           5     And I would ask you, Detective Hatch, whether this is a

           6     transcript of a recorded interview that you conducted with

           7     Officer Tom Talbot on May 15, 2015.

           8          A.   Yes, it is.

           9          Q.   And the second page of the document bears the

          10     title, "Taped Interview Review Form."  Do you see that?

          11          A.   Yes.

          12          Q.   And it says that on November 30, 2015, "I reviewed

          13     the audio recording and transcription for an interview

          14     conducted with Tom Talbot on 5/15/15.  The transcription is a

          15     true and accurate record of that interview," and then it's

          16     signed by Barry Hatch and dated 12/1/15.  Do you see that?

          17          A.   Yes.

          18          Q.   In fact, did you review the transcript and compare

          19     it with the actual recorded interview of Tom Talbot in order

          20     to ensure that the transcript accurately reflected what was

          21     said in the interview?

          22          A.   To the best of my ears, yes.

          23          Q.   Okay.  Returning now, if you would, please, to

          24     Exhibit 2, which are your handwritten notes.  If I could ask

          25     you to turn to the page that, in the upper right-hand corner,
�
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           1     says 001444.

           2          A.   Yes.

           3          Q.   These appear to be your notes from May 15, 2015,

           4     concerning information obtained from Tom Talbot; is that

           5     correct?

           6          A.   It is.

           7          Q.   Do these notes reflect information provided to you

           8     by Tom Talbot?

           9          A.   Bits and pieces, yes.

          10          Q.   Okay.  Do you recall whether these notes were made

          11     during the recorded interview that Tom Talbot gave or whether

          12     these notes were made by you in connection with a separate

          13     conversation that you may have had with Corrections Officer

          14     Talbot?

          15                          (Cell phone rings.)

          16          A.   A little bit of both in all likelihood.  My notes

          17     start at 1630 and the audio recording starts at 1636, and I

          18     can't tell you where I started writing after the interview

          19     started versus -- I -- I can tell you I sat down at 1630.

          20          Q.   Okay.  Did Corrections Officer Barnes provide you

          21     with the information that is summarized in these notes,

          22     whether it was during the course of the recorded interview or

          23     otherwise?

          24                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Uh --

          25          Q.   Excuse me, Corrections Officer Talbot.
�
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           1          A.   Can you ask the question again --

           2          Q.   Sure.

           3          A.   -- with the right name?

           4          Q.   Did Corrections Officer Talbot provide you with the

           5     information that is summarized in these notes, whether or not

           6     it was in connection with the actual recorded interview or

           7     otherwise?

           8          A.   Yes.  They're my words, but sometimes I'll write

           9     myself a question in these.  So he was the only person I was

          10     interviewing during this page and the next page as well.

          11          Q.   If you could go down approximately two-thirds of

          12     the way on the page that we've been talking about, 001444,

          13     did Tom Talbot indicate that Price has been "trouble since we

          14     got him"?  Meaning, presumably, since Talbot and his

          15     colleagues got him at the DOC.

          16          A.   Yes.  However, I don't -- Talbot wasn't overseeing

          17     him the entire time he was at DOC; only at SOU.

          18          Q.   Okay.

          19          A.   And I don't know off the top of my head how long

          20     he's been in that pod.  I know it's documented in here

          21     somewhere.

          22          Q.   Okay.  And then working your way down just a few

          23     lines to where it says, "Inmates knew," could you read the

          24     next three lines for me, please.

          25          A.   Starting with "Inmates knew"?
�
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           1          Q.   Yes.

           2          A.   "He was kind of trouble.  Common knowledge to

           3     staff.  Report it to counselors.  Request to speak to LE" --

           4     which is short for law enforcement -- "two weeks prior.

           5     Brock" -- and it's -- my -- my line there says, "Brock --

           6     counselor FNU" -- stands for First Name Unknown -- and "No

           7     contact Saturday."

           8          Q.   And on that first sentence that you read, "Inmates

           9     knew he was kind of," does it say volatile or trouble?

          10          A.   That's volatile.

          11          Q.   Okay.

          12          A.   Sorry, that's my -- my penmanship while I'm --

          13                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  And I think you misspoke when

          14     you were reading --

          15                    THE WITNESS:  Oh, I'm sorry.

          16                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  -- it the first time.

          17                    THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.

          18          A.   It -- it should say "volatile."

          19          Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Common

          20     knowledge to staff"?

          21          A.   That he was kind of volatile and it was common

          22     knowledge to staff.

          23          Q.   And --

          24          A.   And, again, these are my notes while we're having

          25     a conversation.  So sometimes they're notes to myself;
�
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           1     sometimes they're quotes.

           2          Q.   All right.  And what did you mean when you wrote,

           3     "Report it to counselors"?

           4          A.   I don't know.  I'm not sure if that was during the

           5     taped transcript or not, and that might be an indicator.

           6          Q.   And what did you mean when you wrote, "Request to

           7     speak to LE" -- law enforcement -- "two weeks prior"?

           8          A.   That was Price requesting to speak to law

           9     enforcement through a variety of staff, counselors,

          10     correctional officers.

          11          Q.   Did you continue to act as the lead detective in

          12     the criminal investigation concerning the assault against

          13     Powell by Price on May 9th, 2015?

          14          A.   Yes.  To my knowledge I still am.

          15          Q.   Okay.

          16          A.   He wasn't been convicted yet.

          17          Q.   Right.  And other than what we've been through,

          18     have you heard or learned of any information from any source

          19     that any employee of the DOC may have received information

          20     prior to the assault that Price intended to hurt or kill

          21     somebody before the assault actually occurred?

          22          A.   Other -- can you say that again?

          23          Q.   Other than anything that we've already been

          24     through, have you ever heard or learned from any source that

          25     any employee of the DOC may have received information that
�
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           1     Price expressed an intention to hurt or kill somebody before

           2     the assault on May 9th, 2015?

           3          A.   No, other than what I've documented in my reports

           4     already.

           5          Q.   Okay.  Did you ever hear orally from any source

           6     about violent tendencies or a disposition toward violent

           7     behavior by Price preceding the assault against

           8     Gordon Powell?

           9          A.   No, only what's been documented.

          10          Q.   Okay.  Have you communicated with anybody at the

          11     AG's office about any aspect of this case?

          12          A.   Only how to get the video to play.

          13          Q.   All right.

          14          A.   Which I understand is a common theme.

          15          Q.   Yes.  But you have not been interviewed concerning

          16     your investigation or anything of that nature?

          17          A.   No.

          18                    MR. BUDGE:  Okay.  All right.  Well, that's

          19     all I have.  Thank you, Detective Hatch.

          20                         E X A M I N A T I O N

          21     BY MR. SUTHERLAND:

          22          Q.   Earl Sutherland with the AG's office.  I've just

          23     got a couple of follow-up questions.

          24               You were asked if you had heard from any source

          25     about Price's tendency to violent behavior and you said
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           1     nothing other than what's in here.  You -- is -- in your

           2     taking notes about "Inmates knew he was kind of volatile,"

           3     for example, "Common knowledge of staff," was that violent

           4     behavior that you understood the inmates knew or was that

           5     something different?

           6          A.   I'm actually thinking back to days when it was

           7     documented that he was pounding his fists on the wall and

           8     they were red, things like that.

           9          Q.   Okay.

          10          A.   I think everybody draws a different line on what's

          11     considered violent.

          12          Q.   Okay.  Had he done violent -- did you learn in

          13     your investigation that, other than this event, he had done

          14     violence to another inmate?

          15          A.   I learned that he had attempted to strangle his

          16     cellmate.

          17          Q.   Okay.  Any other --

          18          A.   I --

          19          Q.   -- violent --

          20          A.    -- would consider that a violent act.

          21          Q.   Is that in this material here somewhere?

          22          A.   It could be.  I don't know.

          23          Q.   Okay.

          24          A.   It's --

          25          Q.   When did --
�
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           1          A.   -- it could be --

           2          Q.   -- that occur?

           3          A.   -- in the transcript.

           4          Q.   Okay.  When did that occur, to your recollection?

           5          A.   I don't -- I can't -- don't remember the date off

           6     the top of my head.

           7          Q.   Okay.  But the recollection that you have would be

           8     embodied in these exhibits, your reports or the interviews or

           9     your notes?

          10          A.   Yes.  I believe I requested a copy of what they

          11     had -- "they" being --

          12          Q.   Uh-huh.

          13          A.   -- DOC -- and I know I reviewed it.  I may have not

          14     have written that I reviewed it.

          15          Q.   Okay.

          16          A.   But it -- when I say embodied within the case, it's

          17     in there somewhere.

          18          Q.   Okay.

          19          A.   It may not be spoken of in a transcript, it may not

          20     be written in my report, but the -- there was a copy of the

          21     incident from DOC in Shelton.  And, going by memory only, I

          22     thought it was 2011-ish.

          23                    MR. SUTHERLAND:  Okay.  That's all I have.

          24                    MR. BUDGE:  No follow-up.

          25                    MR. KENNY:  Great.
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           1                         (Signature reserved.)

           2                  (Deposition concluded at 2:26 p.m.)
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                                       A F F I D A V I T

                 STATE OF WASHINGTON )
                                     )  ss
                 COUNTY OF PIERCE    )



                           I, BARRY HATCH, hereby declare under penalty of

                 perjury that I have read the foregoing deposition and that

                 the testimony contained herein is a true and correct

                 transcript of my testimony, noting the corrections attached.




                                     _______________________
                                          BARRY HATCH



                 Date:               _______________________
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                                     C E R T I F I C A T E

                 STATE OF WASHINGTON )
                                     )  ss
                 COUNTY OF PIERCE    )



                           I, the undersigned Washington Certified Court
                 Reporter, pursuant to RCW 5.28.010, authorized to administer
                 oaths and affirmations in and for the State of Washington,
                 do hereby certify:  That the foregoing deposition of the
                 witness named herein was taken stenographically before me
                 and reduced to a typed format under my direction;

                           That, according to CR 30(e), the witness was given
                 the opportunity to examine, read and sign the deposition
                 after same was transcribed, unless indicated in the record
                 that the review was waived;

                           That I am not a relative or employee of any
                 attorney or counsel or participant and that I am not
                 financially or otherwise interested in the action or the
                 outcome herein;

                           That the deposition, as transcribed, is a full,
                 true and correct transcript of the testimony, including
                 questions and answers and all objections, motions and
                 examinations and said transcript was prepared pursuant to the
                 Washington Administrative Code 308-14-135 preparation
                 guidelines.


                                     _________________________________________
                                     April L. Cook, Certified Court
                                     Reporter 3245 for the State of Washington
                                     residing at Tacoma, Washington.
                                     My CCR certification expires on 10/11/16.
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                                     SRS | PREMIER REALTIME
                                  2200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 425
                                   Seattle, Washington, 98121
                                          206.389.9321


                                          July 5, 2016


                 To:  DANIEL KENNY
                      OGDEN MURPHY WALLACE, PLLC

                 Case Name:  POWELL v. BARNES, et al
                 Deposition of:  BARRY HATCH
                 Date Taken:  Tuesday, June 28, 2016
                 Court Reporter:  April Cook, CCR


                 This letter is to advise you of the following:


                           Signature was reserved.  The Affidavit and
                           correction sheet are being forwarded to you in
                           electronic form.  Please have the deponent review
                           the transcript, note any corrections on the
                           corrections page, and return the signed affidavit
                           and correction page to us with 30 days of this
                           notice.  According to Court Rule 30(e), the
                           deposition affidavit should be signed within
                           thirty (30) days or signature is considered waived.


                           Signature was reserved.  The transcript is ready
                           for review and signature.  Your office did not
                           order a copy of the deposition transcript.  Please
                           contact our office to make an appointment for
                           review.  Signature must be completed within 30 days
                           of this notice.


                                     (Sent without signature to avoid delay)


                                     April Cook, CCR


                 cc:  ED BUDGE
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                                  2200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 425
                                   Seattle, Washington, 98121
                                         206.389.9321
                   _________________________________________________________

                                 C O R R E C T I O N  S H E E T
                 _________________________________________________________

                 PLEASE NOTE ALL CHANGES OR CORRECTIONS ON THIS SHEET BY PAGE
                 AND LINE NUMBER, AND THE REASON THEREFOR.
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